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Risk Insight
Risk Insight provides you with near real-time updates of incidents such
as piracy, terrorism, insurgency and other maritime crime around the
world, right inside your Pole Star account.
With easy to understand incident icons displayed

Integrated into the Pole Star services you use every

on your fleet map, along with the ability to easily

day, Risk Insight gives you a complete picture of the

select time intervals to reveal current and historical

immediate and long-term maritime risks to your fleet,

incidents, Risk Insight gives you an overview of

without the need to switch between different services

the risks to your fleet, and provides you with the

or screens.

situational awareness and actionable intelligence
you need to avoid risk.

Key Benefits
•

Overview of immediate and
long-term maritime risks

•

Integrated maritime risk intelligence
and fleet monitoring in one system

•

Enables fleet and vessel
risk avoidance

•

Provides actionable intelligence and
situational awareness of ‘risk to life’
vessel hazards

•

Simple and easy to understand
incident icons for ‘at-a-glance’ visibility

•

Data by the leading maritime security
risk monitoring solution

•

Near real-time updates, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week

Risk Insight

incorporating data from

Features
Situational awareness

Quality data

Incidents
Hijacking at sea
Kidnap/ransom at sea

Actionable intelligence

Armed robbery at sea

With maritime risk intelligence and fleet
monitoring integrated in one system, you get
an instant overview of where your vessels are
in relation to real and potential risks, allowing
you to route them away accordingly.

Failed attack
Suspicious activity at sea
Anti-piracy/naval operation
Terrorist attack, other maritime crime

Near real-time updates

Insurgency operation

MaRisk provides near real-time updates
of incidents such as piracy, terrorism,
insurgency and other maritime crime around
the world - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Counter insurgency/military operation
Notice

Incident feed

The incident feed provides a simple,
chronological list of all the incidents within
the specified time period.

Easy to select time intervals

The easy-to-use time interval selector
provides you with an overview of current and
long-term risks. Simply slide the bar to view
incidents that occurred within a specific time
period – from current (occurred within the
last two weeks), to up to one year ago.

Already a MaRisk customer?
Existing MaRisk customers can integrate at
no extra cost.

Better value

More than just data

Integrating your maritime risk intelligence
and vessel monitoring services means you
get more from each service, adding value to
your spend.

Risk Intelligence’s maritime security experts
collect intelligence from a vast number of
sources, verify, analyse and update incident
data to bring you high-quality insights.

You might also be interested in:
Vessel Tracking

Pole Star Platform

Vessel Tracking
Work smarter, save time and achieve your goals with our advanced,
global satellite tracking service, patent-pending blended tracking
technology and interactive tools and layers.
For users that require fleet-wide situational
awareness, the Pole Star platform offers the near real-

By combining reliable position reporting and detailed
maps with accurate zones, up-to-date weather layers,

time data, actionable intelligence and global visibility

interactive tools and an intuitive mobile-responsive

needed to increase operational efficiency, enable

user interface, we can offer you a complete and near

decision making and support compliance.

real-time picture of your fleet in relation to nearby and
current threats, risks and regulatory requirements.

Key Benefits
•

Free yourself from the office with our

•

Improve planning and response with

responsive web-application
interactive tools
•

Increase efficiency with powerful
reports and automated event
notifications

•

Streamline processes with our
intuitive, easy-to-use interface

•

Simplify compliance with
instant-access reports

•
•

Get complete situational awareness
Gain insights and actionable
intelligence

•

Enable fleet and vessel risk avoidance

•

Get greater visibility

Work smarter, save time and achieve your
goals with our advanced, global satellite
tracking service, patent-pending blended
tracking technology and interactive tools
and layers.
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Pole Star API
For in-house and commercial developers who need API access to ship
tracking data and services, the Pole Star API connects your systems or
applications with our industry-renowned services and data.
The Pole Star API provides programmatic access to
ship information data (including ship positions, ship

Essentially, our RESTful API allows in-house and
commercial software developers to do all the things

particulars and events) and our application layers

that users of the Pole Star platform are able to in our

(including user-defined zones and weather) using

mobile and desktop apps. With API key authentication

simple, powerful, and secure application programming

and granular user-based permissions, you can easily

interfaces for simple integration with internal systems

manage and control access to the Pole Star API.

(e.g. ERP) and other applications.

Key Benefits
•

Granular user-based permissions allow
you to manage and control access

•

High performance and availability

•

Full documentation makes
development and testing simple

•

RESTful architecture

•

JSON requests and responses

•

Integrate with internal systems

•

Increase availability of data across

•

Enhance supply chain visibility

your business

•

No need to develop and maintain your

•

Reduces up-front development costs

own systems or data

For in-house and commercial developers
who need programmatic access to ship
tracking data and services, our RESTful API
connects your systems or applications with
our industry-renowned services and data.
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By providing maritime risk intelligence
directly in your Pole Star account, we can
offer a near real-time picture of where your
vessels are in relation to security threats
and potential trouble, for complete
situational awareness.

